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n The Circle of Initiates – Past and Present, Klaire D. Roy invites the reader to explore the 
who, why and wherefore of the famous, and the infamous in a “Who’s Who” of 109 
personalities of history and history in-the-making, the first literary writing of its kind. 

This book guides readers through layers of discovery that are hidden behind the faces of these 
Initiates, whose presence has influenced and is continuing to influence the whole of humanity. 
What is an ‘Initiate’? The term ‘Initiate’ is used in primary reference to the planetary point of view 
of the individual having reached the First Initiation. At this major turning point, the Soul itself 
‘initiates’ the incarnated earthly vehicle to a whole new, revolutionary energy. Because the process 
of evolution is so very slow it usually takes a multitude of lives before the Soul can effect a serious 
impact upon the evolving ‘Initiate’. On Earth, seven levels of Initiations are possible, but very few 
have attained all levels. 

The Circle of Initiates reveals the spiritual forces that influence these 109 initiates and the nature 
of the energy that impels them. These initiates come from all walks of life: 

 Politics: Abraham Lincoln, Nelson Mandela, Barack Obama... 
 Music: Beethoven, Madonna, Elvis Presley... 
 Movies: Walt Disney, George Lucas, Sharon Stone... 
 Arts: Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Shakespeare... 
 Business: Bill Gates, Donald Trump, Christopher Hills... 
 Science: Albert Einstein, David Suzuki, Nikola Tesla… 
 Religion and Spirituality: Alice Ann Bailey, Deepak Chopra, John Paul II... 
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Why is this occult study welcome in our time? On this matter, Simhananda, an award-winning 
author of numerous books on photography and spiritual wisdom, Klaire’s husband says: “It now 
seems presently opportune for man to gaze with more concentration upon the apparently formless 
structure of his Being. He must inquire earnestly into the arena of the rays, energies and forces, 
which together, dynamize his consciousness, and which, even in the face of powerful opposition, 
propel his destiny implacably forward, upon the path of Spiritual Evolution. The sensitive study 
of each Initiate is most discerning and captivating for spiritually interested readers. This charming 
volume invites all of them to go beyond themselves and touch higher states of consciousness, 
which some within the elite Circle of Initiates did court while in their earthly incarnation”. 

The study of the Seven Rays is core to The Circle of Initiates – Past and Present because such a 
serious study offers a whole new look at Man and throws a fresh perspective upon what exactly 
constitutes a human being and what qualities make him or her universal. For the readers not 
familiar with how the Seven Rays of Energy and Initiations impact their lives, the author has 
included a special explanatory chapter.  

The Science of the Seven Rays was introduced at the beginning of the 20th Century by Master 
Djwhal Khul, working jointly with Alice A. Bailey at that time. Seven cosmic energies characterize 
the seven rays of energy. These rays influence all the kingdoms that compose our planet, 
kingdoms of which we are part. For each of us human beings, six major rays influence our lives 
during our incarnations through our bodies: Monad, Soul, Personality, Mental, Astral and 
Physical. Klaire D. Roy’s book explains how the rays of energy influence the life task, purpose or 
destiny of these famous 109 personalities. Through this study, the reader has the opportunity to 
reflect on how his own rays may influence his life. 

 

Klaire D. Roy, an esteemed author and speaker who has studied authentic spirituality for over 30 
years, is the present literary amanuensis for the ongoing occult thought flow transmitted by 
Master D.K., also known as The Tibetan. It is within the framework of their close collaboration 
that the book The Circle of Initiates was born. 

The Circle of Initiates – Past and Present 
Provocative and visionary, The Circle of Initiates – Past and Present divulges the initiation levels 
of 109 influential personalities of past and present. It candidly unveils what drives and motivates, 
through the in-depth study of the rays of energy and the initiation levels that characterise them. 
Let yourself be surprised and guided through the layers of discovery hidden behind the faces of 
these Initiates, whose presence has influenced and is continuing to influence the whole of 
humanity. 
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Klaire D. Roy is the author of “The Circle of Initiates – Past and Present”, published by Orange 
Palm Publications and in October, 2016. 
ISBN: 9780980969474 
List Price: US $39.95, Canada $39.95 


